Our voice/data integration solutions offer crystal clear calls with reliable, secure data transmission and call management.

Modern telecommunications allow you to make and receive voice calls whilst accessing data (browsing the internet, video conferencing, e-mail and file transfers between two sites etc.).

Many of our clients use integrated voice/data technologies to transport voice and data over wide-area networks (WANs), between traditional PBXs across different geographical locations.

Packet voice networking costs only 20-30% of an equivalent circuit-based voice network.

Cost effective solutions...

Implementing voice/data integration into your business often provides payback within six months.

Several new carriers have embraced voice/data integration as their primary network infrastructure.

Single network for all communications...

A single platform delivers all voice and data traffic, with a modular design for easy scalability. To improve efficiency, all data is grouped prior to transmission.

VOICE/DATA INTEGRATION FEATURES:

- Efficient network control and management
- Reduced maintenance costs
- DDI (Direct Dialling In) gives callers direct access to extensions
- CLI (Caller Line Identity) shows who is calling, before the call is answered
- Simplified call logging
- High quality voice calls with low bandwidth requirements

Take control of your calls and data...

Our comprehensive suite of voice and data solutions offer reliable, efficient, secure data transmission and call management capabilities throughout your business.

GET IN TOUCH to benefit from a single platform for all your voice and data communications...